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Learning Outcome: PL-06. Demonstrate a working knowledge of how to determine need for 
professional learning as well as how to plan, design, and customize professional learning for 
specific audiences. 
 
The Professional Learning class was so inspiring, as the instructor went through the content I felt like I 

could also present an excellent workshop. The PL-06 artifact consists of three parts; a slide deck that will 

be used for the learning, a flyer, and a survey form. Some of the techniques I used were using more 

slides with less content, adding video, and I plan to use some humor while I present it. The one big 

take-away I had from the training was “slides are free so use as many as you like.” More often than not, 

slide decks have way too much detail information packed into one slide, which is very boring! 

I began my adventure with this particular artifact with many ideas about the content I wanted to use. It 

varied from a few things; Hapara Teacher Dashboard, Go Guardian, and PowerTeacher Pro. The only 

problem was for each one of those items I was lacking in knowledge so I would have to spend quite a bit 

of time learning the products. I finally settled on Student Data Privacy because it is relevant and I am sure 

that none of my staff really understand or know about it. I referenced the Data Privacy Guidebook from 

Fagen Friedman & Fulfrost LLC as the data source for the artifact. I intend to use this same artifact for my 

CTO Mentor presentation which is due at the July meeting. 

As I dug into the content I quickly discovered that there was too much content to cover so I highlighted the 

main points. The slides I chose will become talking points as I move through the content. Once I finished 

the slide deck I created a survey form that mostly covers how my audience felt my performance was and 

how the content applied to them. I left an open ended question for general comments. I also requested 

that anyone attending the workshop bring a device to ensure the survey will be filled out. Perhaps I will 

offer some type of incentive for a completed survey since people generally don’t want to do that after a 

training. 

Because I spent so much time settling on a subject the draft artifact is brief. In its current format I could 

present a 20 to 30 minute workshop. However, this content is so important that I hope to really enhance 

the final product so it can become something my District would like to present each year. I now have the 

confidence I need to feel I can successfully deliver relevant, interesting content to my peers. As I begin 

the next school year I will use the skills I am developing through the Professional Learning class to create 

many training opportunities! 

  


